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Introduction

        Your SOUL NUMBER reveals your inner, private self, the underlying motivations that influence your

decisions and actions, your subconscious desires and most deeply ingrained attitudes. (It is determined by adding

the values for the vowels in your full birth name.)

        You PERSONALITY NUMBER shows how you express yourself outwardly, your appearance and the

image you present, how others see you, your power of attraction and the surroundings you enjoy most. (It is
determined by adding together the values for the consonants in your full birth name.)

        Your DESTINY NUMBER represents your overall aims and the path you will follow in order to

accomplish your life's purpose. (It is determined by adding together the values for all the letters in your full birth
name.)

        Your CAREER NUMBER shows your talents and gifts and what types of careers or vocations you are
most suited for. (It is determined by adding together the digits for your birth date).

        Your MISSING NUMBER (or numbers) show your areas of weakness and what is underdeveloped in
your nature. They are determined by whatever number values are not represented in your full birth name.)

        The FIRST INITIAL in your name indicates the most significant quality of your personality and the traits

which make you unique in the eyes of other people.

        The FIRST VOWEL of your name reveals your instinctive reaction to people and situations.

        Your Numerology report is based on the following calculations:

Total for each letter:
 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9
A=0 B=0 C=0 D=1 E=1 F=0 G=0 H=1 I=0
J=1 K=0 L=0 M=0 N=2 O=1 P=2 Q=0 R=0
S=0 T=0 U=0 V=0 W=0 X=0 Y=1 Z=0

Consonant Total: 8  (44)
Vowel Total: 11  (11)

Grand Total: 1  (55)

Date Total: 7  (16)
Missing Number(s) are: 3 9

First letter is J

First vowel is O

Your Soul Number is ELEVEN.

        Ordinary life, living just for oneself and one's own personal happiness, will never be enough for you. Deep



inside you identify with all of humankind and you are strongly concerned with collective issues. What we

experience in common - the major victories and tragedies of our times, and especially the expansion of

consciousness and understanding - is very important to you. You have strong spiritual inclinations and your
intuitive and ESP abilities are very developed.

        You are an idealist and a reformer at heart, and can be intolerant and even scornful of those who do not

share your views on life. Human weaknesses and needs are something you don't always have much sensitivity
about.

        There is an impersonal quality to you at times. You are very independent inwardly and will have many
platonic relationships before, after, and during marriage. In fact, you are truly more at ease with friendship than

with love.

        It is good for you to have a cause or some particular focus for your impulse to improve and reform,

otherwise you may become merely a critic of things as they are, a cynical outside observer, rather than a true
help or inspiration.

Your Personality Number is EIGHT.

        The personal power, strength, and charisma you radiate gives you the appearance of a leader or executive.
Your image and reputation are important to you, and you do all you can to project the image of a winner:
successful, prosperous, confident, and capable. You seem cool, impartial, able to take control and manage

whatever problem arises. You possess much stamina and endurance and will do whatever it takes to overcome
obstacles and challenges. In fact, you like to prove to others what you can do. You want to move in influential

circles, and are attracted to the arenas of politics, business, or finance.

        You seem naturally suited to be in a position of authority, and you can have a lust for power. You may
seem to value outward material advantages more than spiritual or emotional riches. You tend to "dress for
success" and insist on high quality fabrics and craftsmanship. You like to be impressive.

Your Destiny Number is ONE.

        You are creative, inventive, and innovative, and it is your desire to make some unique contribution to the
world. Following in others' footsteps is not for you. Independence, self-reliance, and originality are your
keywords. You achieve success through your own initiative and efforts, and it is best for you to work alone or be

at the head of things. You are not a team player, and do not cooperate very well with others. Sacrificing your
own beliefs or desires in order to "fit in" just doesn't work for you. You rarely listen to advice or ask for outside

help either. You need to be a free agent, to decide for yourself, experiment, and make your own mistakes.

        You can be very self-centered without even realizing it, oblivious to the concerns of others. Your own

interests and projects take precedence over everything else.

        You want to be "Number One". Just be certain you don't trample over others on your way to your goal or

you will alienate them and become the "odd man out".

Your Career Number is SEVEN.

        You are suited for activities calling for serious study and research, investigation, specialization, precision,



high standards, perfectionism, intuitive as well as rational intelligence, imagination. A cloistered or ivory-tower

existence appeals to you. You want to be left in peace and not have to deal with the mundane business of life.

        Careers and Vocations: Psychoanalyst, psychiatrist, surgeon, scientific authority, scientific researcher,

archeologist, historian, authority on antiques, any work connected to the sea including marine biologist, deep sea

explorer or sailor, metaphysician, astrologer, investigator of esoteric subjects, clergyman, theologian, authority on

etiquette, form, or religious ceremony, investment counselor, detective, judge.

Your Missing Number(s) are:

        THREE: You often lack a sense of humor and joy in living. You need to allow yourself to play, be

spontaneous, and express yourself more freely and creatively. Try to adopt a more generous, cheerful attitude.

        You are also uneasy and unsure of yourself in social situations and must learn to overcome your tendency to
withhold your thoughts and emotions. Singing would be an excellent way for you to free up your resistance to

open communication.

        NINE: You tend to be narrow and limited in your concerns, lacking an overall perspective and the sense of

unity and oneness with those outside your own circle. Compassion, sympathy, generosity, and good will may be

lacking. Try to develop a more altruistic, unselfish attitude.

Your First Vowel is O.

        Your instinctive response to any situation is to HOLD FIRM. You will not be coerced into anything and are
generally unwilling to change the status quo unless given a very appealing reason to do so. You need security and

do not impulsively take risks or venture into untried waters. Though not lacking in courage, you absolutely must
have a sense of control, of going at your own pace. Custom and tradition have a significant place in your life and
you have strong attachments to your family and place of origin. Stubborn and often extremely opinionated, no

one should attempt to influence you by purely intellectual reasoning or arguments. You won't budge. You are
much more easily swayed by emotional appeals and by affection, for you have a soft heart. You are capable of

much persistence and faithfulness to a purpose or person.

Your First Initial is J.

        Idealistic and high-spirited, you are a natural leader, inspiring others with your enthusiasm, confidence, and
hope for the future. Your sense of humor, good will, sportsmanship, and fair play make you well-liked and

respected among your peers. Though you enjoy competition and love to win, you are never mean-spirited or

petty about it. Money, success, and many opportunities for growth and advancement come your way. You really

enjoy money and you value highly the freedom it allows you. You are also generous and perhaps lax with what

you have. You are pleasure-loving and, even though you are not lazy, you can be self-indulgent. Over-eating,
over-drinking, over-doing, and over-reaching are your weaknesses.


